
Compliance
Since financial security standards were 
introduced, retail merchants, insurance providers, 
and financial insitutions have been striving to 
comply with a range of requirements.  If they don’t 
succeed, they risk costly consequences including 
fines and brand damage. Yet implementing an 
effective compliance program without burdening 
resources is an ongoing challenge for most 
organizations.

PCI DSS
The PCI DSS was designed to secure credit card 
data, customer information, and transaction 
details during purchases.  Companies that store, 
process, and transfer credit card information must 
comply with PCI DSS requirements. From a point 
of sale (POS) system in a brick and mortar business 
to an e-commerce shopping cart, all exchanges 
of credit transactions should follow security 
regulations laid forth in PCI DSS for increased 
protection to vendors anc their customers.

GLBA
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) requires 
financial institutions to develop, implement, and 
maintain a comprehensive information security 
program that protects the privacy and integrity 
of customer records. GLBA compliance measures 
protect information, applications, databases, 
and the network as part of a comprehensive 
information security program.

 

Our Solution. 
Your Industry.

Contact Us
Are you ready to get started? We are ready to answer 
your questions and help to bring your business to a 
state of operational compliance.  

Onyx Point
7050 Hi Tech Dr. 
Suite 102 
Hanover, MD 21076

simp@onyxpoint.com

+FINANCE

Establish best practice controls

Continuously manage risk

Know when events occur

Lower compliance cost

Enable security compliance

Build accountability and trust

Protect customer data

SIMP + FINANCE Compliance Profiles

PCI DSS | GLBA | SOX Benefits

SOX
All publicly held US companies are mandated 
to follow SOX Regulations. While much of it 
deals with financial governance and disclosures, 
sections of the act have clear implications for data 
storage and transmission, as well as information 
security.

Automation
SIMP + FINANCE offers packaged compliance 
profiles that meet retail, finance, and insurance 
needs through continous updates and complied 
reports.
 



Imagine if your organization was secured by the 
most trusted professionals in Automation and  
Applied Security industries. The SIMP product 
itself is a powerful extension of our team’s   
expert knowledge and decades of experience in 
security, compliance, configuration management 
and automation. SIMP’s comprehensive 
ecosystem provides modular flexibility to 
meet the needs of your specific environment. 
You can enhance its effectiveness in your 
environment with help from our team. With 
SIMP service options, you gain the benefits of a 
thoroughly tested product with the insight and 
guidance of a trusted team of experts.

Consulting
Onyx Point, Inc. offers staff augmentation and 
consulting to meet your specific requirements. 
On-site and remote options are available for 
custom module development and integration 
services. Please contact us for details.

Training
Knowledge is power. Leverage the security and 
compliance benefits of the SIMP framework 
while supporting the professional growth of your 
in-house administrators. Take your skills to the 
next level as our trainers guide you through the 
competencies you will need to manage a SIMP 
infrastructure. Learn more about our training 
options at onyxpoint.com, or contact us for 
details. 

Our Team 
At Your Service.

Contact Us
Are you ready to get started? We are ready to answer 
your questions and help to bring your business to a 
state of operational compliance.  

Onyx Point
7050 Hi Tech Dr. 
Suite 102 
Hanover, MD 21076

simp@onyxpoint.com

+SUPPORT

Security Plan Templates

Free SIMP Updates

Discounts for On-Site Consulting

SIMP Training Discounts

Private Support Portal

SIMP + SUPPORT

Annual Subscription Benefits


